
MCC SALT/YAMEN Service Opportunity 
 
Assignment Title & Partner Organization: SALT/YAMEN: Program Assistant – Handicapped 
Children Home & Shalom Rajshahi 
   
Term:  August 15, 2018 – July 13, 2019 
FTE:  1.0 
Location: Rajshahi, Bangladesh     
Date Required: August 15, 2018 
 
SALT program information and policies can be found at: mcc.org/salt 
YAMEN program information and policies can be found at: mcc.org/yamen 
 
MCC is an equal opportunity employer, committed to employment equity. MCC values diversity 
and invites all qualified candidates to apply. 
 
Synopsis: 
 
The SALT/ YAMENer will support the Superior Sisters of Handicapped Children’s home to adopt new 
techniques, methods and activities to teach, entertain, and serve special children and youth who are 
physically and mentally disabled.  
 
Qualifications: 
 
All MCC workers are expected to exhibit a commitment to: a personal Christian faith and 
discipleship; active church membership; and nonviolent peacemaking. 
 

 Minimum bachelor’s degree (4 years minimum study) in education, nursing or, social 
work/welfare/science or, international relations/ development or, other related fields. 

 Minimum work experience with disabled and underprivileged children care and 
teaching. 

 Skills in brail and sign language would be an asset in working with blind and deaf 
children.  

 Excellent written and spoken English with the ability to work in English with second 
language speakers. 

 Ability to be self-reflective and open to learn. 
 Ability to inspire others and model the vision and values of partners and MCC. 
 Good communication skills (listening, acceptance, empathy etc.). 
 Strong competence in computer skills. 
 Be willing to be part of a service worker team, offering support to one another and 

taking on tasks that contribute to that team. 
 Be flexible in a potentially uncertain political climate. 
 Be willing to travel on public transport and learn Bangla. 
 Appreciation for the variety of faith perspectives in Bangladesh, especially the Islamic 

faith and ability to respectfully interact with people of all faiths. 
 As the staff and beneficiaries are all women, a female is preferred. 

 
 
 
 



Assignment Narrative: 
 
The SALT/ YAMENer will support the Superior Sisters of Handicapped Children’s Home to adopt new 
techniques, methods and activities to teach, entertain and serve special children and youth who are 
physically and mentally disabled. The children need physical and mental care as they live together with 
others. Because these children have been marginalized for much of their lives, they are in need of special 
care and encouragement from their care givers who can enrich and encourage them to bring out their 
skills and talents in a productive way. These special children have different talents gifts are encouraged 
by their care givers.  
 
Handicapped Children’s Home has been a partner of MCC Bangladesh since from 2012 as a grant 
recipient for children’s education. The Catholic Sisters give leadership to the Home and have a good 
relationship with MCC. 
 
The SALT/YAMENer can serve the special children 3 days in a week with the remaining two days 
with another partner organization, supporting the Area Coordinator of Shalom Rajshahi (former Church 
of Bangladesh Social Development Program) by giving support to the informal education program on 
Multi Lingual education and Food Security program work in the rural community. In the Multi Lingual 
education schools the SALT/YAMENer may work closely with the teachers and supervisor to develop 
various teaching methods and aids to teach the pre-primary level indigenous Santali student and 
directly work with the teachers and the kids to create a child friendly teaching and learning class room 
environment. The enrollment age of the children is three and half to six years.  
 
In the same school community, the s/he may work with the project staff of the Food Security Sector by 
developing the livelihood of the families living in the rural area. 
 
Since from 2012 Shalom Rajshahi has been an Education Sector partner of MCC Bangladesh; and from 
2016 the partnership extended to the Food Security Sector. The Food Security project works with 
community groups where the Program Assistant may support project staff in writing up case studies in 
English. They may also teach conversational English and basic IT related knowledge to staff. This work 
with the Food Security Sector and office management related work will take up two days a week. 
 
Duties: 
 
With Handicapped Children Home: 
 

 Assist teachers and related staff by developing various teaching aids/kits on brail and sign 
language. 

 Help the teachers, particularly in teaching and developing aids on mathematics using the brail 
system. 

 Lead basic English conversation and writing classes to staff of the home. 
 Facilitate some training sessions for disabled adolescents and youth in action songs, games, 

awareness issues and leadership. 
 Help staff by writing stories and case studies in English. 
 Help staff in developing their knowledge on computer use. 

 
With Shalom Rajshahi: 
 

 Assist MLE School teachers and the supervisor in writing child friendly stories and rhymes for 
the children. 

 Teach new games to the students. 



 Visit the MLE schools and Food Security Sector of Shalom, Rajshahi to collect stories and case 
studies and translate those in English.  

 Help project related staff in managing the official work like filing and record keeping. 
 Help the staff in writing and translating case studies and stories. 
 Lead basic English conversation and writing classes with project staff. 
 Help project staff develop computer skills. 
 Respect the culture and tradition of the local community. 
 Respect and follow the rules and regulations of Shalom. 

 
Location Description: 
 
Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh is a huge, busy, and bustling city with the MCC office being located in 
the Mohammadpur area. Mohammadpur is outside the main expatriate living area but traditionally was 
where NGOs were based so there have been a number of expatriates living in the area. This means that 
people are familiar with seeing foreigners, so we do not attract lots of attention, but it still feels like 
living in ‘real’ Bangladesh. In Dhaka there are several English-speaking churches and many ‘Western’ 
facilities such as restaurants, coffee shops, supermarkets and a cinema.   
 
The SALT/ YAMENer will be based in Rajshahi division. This Division is one of the eight first-level 
administrative divisions of Bangladesh. It has an area of 18,174.4 square kilometres (7,017.2 sq mi) and a 
population at the 2011 Census of 18,484,858. The two partner offices where the SALTer will be placed 
is located in the district town. The driving distance from Dhaka to Rajshahi is about 250 km north and 
it takes around 6/7 hours by car, bus or train to get there from Dhaka. The MCC Bogra office of the 
northern region is a neighbor district of Rajshahi, a distance is 109.5 km away by car and bus taking 
2.5-3.5 hours to travel.  
 
The partner offices are in the district town but the working community and schools of Multi Lingual 
Education of Shalom Rajshahi is a distance from the town. Therefore, the SALT/YAMENer will always 
be accompanied by partner staff using public means of travel.  
 
Rajshahi has several Bengali language Catholic and Church of Bangladesh churches which have daily 
and weekly prayer services. Unlike Dhaka, there are no expatriate or English churches available in 
Rajshahi.  
 
Medical care and medicine is available in Rajshahi as there is a medical college and hospital in the city, 
as well as a Church of Bangladesh mission hospital there as well. For more complex medical problems 
there are good facilities in Dhaka. MCC has also used medical services of mission hospitals in 
Bangladesh and hospitals in Bangkok where excellent care is available. 
 
The partner organizations Shalom Rajshahi and Handicapped Children home have little access of 
internet but there are ways using smart phones to and other technologies that can be set up for time 
limited internet use.  
 
Like the rest of the country, Rajshahi is mostly Bengali Muslim, with Bengali Hindu and Christian 
minorities. Rajshahi district is home to many indigenous Santal, Mahale, Oraon and Pahari people, who 
have a very language and culture. Few senior partner staff are conversant in English making learning 
the Bengali language that much more important and encouraged, as noted below. 
 
Bangladesh is a challenging social and cultural context in which to live. It is a land of contrasts – lush 
green rice fields and high population density, extreme poverty and generous hospitality, brightly 
colored saris and conservative Muslim culture, hot humid weather and cooling rains. While adjusting to 



the culture, general living and program administration can be stressful at times, MCCers have found a 
rich experience in their relationships with the host country and their work. MCC workers are able to 
form meaningful relationships with other MCC workers, some who have worked with MCC for over 20 
years, as well as other members of the community they will live in. These relationships, along with the 
critical work MCC Bangladesh carries out to alleviate the extreme poverty of this country, help create a 
meaningful MCC experience which brings hope to all involved. 
 
Challenges:  
 

 Politics here can be unstable, and sometimes political events lead to a series of strikes and 
demonstrations. These events accompanied with violence at times are common, usually in 
reaction to some unpopular decision or other event. This violence has up to now been limited to 
small areas and short times and is easy to avoid.  During the strikes travel is limited and this 
can make planning difficult or lead to last minute changes. There have also been occasional 
mugging or thefts, but these are very rare.  

 Corruption is common, though usually unseen. Part of the corruption may lie in a socio-cultural 
tendency to view many relationships as hierarchical, where “lower” people are expected to serve 
“higher” people in some way. This theme is gradually changing over time, but it is still here. 

 The local area and churches are not supportive to LGBTQ+ persons. LGBTQ+ lifestyles are 
considered illegal. Support of or participation in such lifestyles can be dangerous. 

 For women serving in Bangladesh there can be a number of challenges. It is a conservative 
culture and modesty in dress is highly valued. Most Bangladeshi women wear Shalwar Chemise 
with an Orna (South Asian style trousers and long top with short sleeves and a scarf) and all 
MCC service workers and SALT/YAMENers are expected to dress in a culturally appropriate 
manner. Many Bangladeshi’s have a distorted view of western women through the media and 
this can lead to sexualized comments and considerable attention. This is rarely dangerous but 
can be unpleasant at times.  There remains a predominant view of women as the ‘weaker’ sex 
and equality has not yet been achieved for women in Bangladesh, although change is happening.  
This can be distressing and frustrating for women who are used to being treated as equals. 
However most of us have found that the joys of getting alongside the women here, who are 
friendly and open, outweigh these disadvantages. 

 In some indigenous areas there is a problem of over drinking of homemade and illegally 
imported alcohol as those areas mostly located near the Indian boarder. At present, people are 
selling alcohol as a way to earn money. The consumption, however, has increased the rate of 
conflict in both the family and community, and has made local women more vulnerable to abuse 
and exploitation. In this area, some local people may offer or strongly pressure the 
SALT/YAMENer to consume alcohol, which they must politely deny. 

 Rajshahi is in a fundamentalist Muslim area where an Islamic student organization called 
“Chatra Shibir” is very active, though in recent years its activities have been banned by 
government. Political strikes are known to take place in this area where small arms and bombs 
have been involved, placing some restrictions on movement. The security or our workers is a 
priority, and both MCC Bangladesh, and the partner organization will provide safety and 
security guidance which the SALT/YAMENer must abide by.  

 Managing frustration when things don’t turn out as expected can be hard. While we do our best 
to determine and outline job responsibilities with our local partners, assignments come alive 
based on the passions, skills, and gifts of an individual. Responsibilities may change or be refined 
over time in communication with supervisors to meet the ongoing changes and needs within a 
local context. As such, the greatest characteristics a participant can bring to an assignment are 
adaptability, flexibility, patience, a willingness to get your hands dirty, and humility to complete 
even mundane tasks.  



 For those who are very task oriented, it can be a challenge to recognize the importance of 
"being" instead of always "doing" as building healthy relationships and mutually transformative 
learning is an important part of the participant experience. We hope participants will come with 
a desire to walk alongside our local partners, rather than see the assignment solely as a way to 
"get things done".  

 


